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PT300 12” x 8” Heavy Duty Planer Thicknesser

The PT300 has heavily ribbed cast iron 
surfacing tables and a generous cast iron 
thicknessing table. The machine is housed 
in a single, heavy steel frame for rigidity 
and stability and boasts a 3 hp induction 
motor to provide plenty of power for the 
12” x 8” capacities and the maximum  
5 mm cut.

The 70 mm block has three knives to allow 
faster feed speeds and provide a good 
quality finish. Anti kickback fingers protect 
the user as the knurled steel infeed roller 
drives timber easily into the block. 

The heavy fence extrusion is mounted on 
a large cast iron mount which tilts to 45º 
and is quickly and easily reset to 90º with 
the aid of an adjustable stop. This is then 
mounted on a thick steel bar which in turn 
is mounted in another substantial casting 
fixed to the outfeed table. When changing 
to thicknessing mode it is only necessary 
to tilt the outfeed table which simply flips 
up with no need to remove it.

We have brought industrial features 
and design to this machine but kept the 
physical size, space saving features and 
price within justifiable reach of a good 
home workshop. If you are in the market 
for a new planer thicknesser please check 
this one out at your local stockist, an 
exhibition or even our demonstration 
centre as we are confident that when 
you see it for yourself you will be able to 
quickly appreciate the build quality and 
value for money on offer and as ever our 
confidence in this machine is backed up by 
our 5 year guarantee.

RRP £1399.99

THICKNESSER FEED RATE:  

7 Metres / Minute

CUTTER BLOCK KNIVES: 3

CUTTER BLOCK DIAMETER: 

70 mm

MAXIMUM THICKNESSING 

HEIGHT: 200 mm

MAXIMUM THICKNESSING 

WIDTH: 305 mm

MAXIMUM THICKNESSER 

DEPTH OF CUT: 4 mm

MAXIMUM PLANING WIDTH: 

310 mm

 

MAXIMUM PLANER DEPTH OF 

CUT: 3 mm

PLANING TABLE LENGTH: 

1250 mm 

MOTOR: 3 hp

WEIGHT: 175 kg

SIZE: H1020 x W900 x D1250 mm

SPECIFICATIONS

“For a machine of this capacity and performance, 
and for where it sits in the market as regards price, 
the PT300 is hard to fault. It fulfils the ambition of 
allowing the home user access to a higher capacity 
machine at a price not too dissimilar to many of the 
entry level machines.” 
The Woodworker

“What is the finish like? I was Impressed. The three 
knife cutter block gave a good result...The conversion 
to thicknesser was simple - just lift the take-off 
table and lock into the vertical position then flip up 
the extractor hood, lock that and you are ready to 
thickness...If you want to buy from a British company 
that controls the design and production then you 
should be satisfied with the PT300.” 
Furniture & Cabinet Making

“...it’s a machine that should be considered if you are 
on the lookout for a solidly built, no frills workhorse 
machine, and as usual, it comes with a  
5 year warranty.”

Good Woodworking 

What They Say...

Thicknessing Table A large handwheel and clear 
scale make adjustment of the cast iron thicknessing 
table a simple operation.

Integral Guard The cutterblock guard is attached 
to the table, eliminating the need to remove it when 
changing to thicknessing mode - it simply flips from one 
position to the other.

Easy Changeover Simply lift the outfeed table to 
change to thicknessing mode. The fence and mount are 
attached to the table and will swing out of the way in 
one easy and space saving operation.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

RPPSJ Planer Blade 
Setting Jig 
Makes planer knife setting simple, 
easy and accurate. Can be used on 
all common planers (10” to 16”). 
RRP £49.99

PT300/W Jockey Style 
Wheel Kit  
Allows the machine to be easily 
re-positioned in the workshop. 
RRP £69.99

OPTIONAL FITMENT

CWA195  
Silicone Spray 500ml 
Anti static properties make it ideal 
for treating machinery, designed to 
stop the adhering of many messy 
substances to most surfaces. 
RRP £7.99
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Cutter Block The three knife cutter block, anti kick-
back fingers and rubber coated outfeed roller safely 
provide an excellent finish.

Heavy Duty Fence The industrial style fence is 
supported on a large cast iron mount and attached to 
the outfeed table using a further cast iron mount. The 
fence can tilt up to 45º and is quickly and easily reset to 
90º with the aid of an adjustable stop.

Precision Adjustment Smooth and accurate 
adjustment of the infeed table is achieved with ease 
using the clear scale for reference.

PT300/A 3 Pack HSS 
Planer Blades 
Pack of three replacement planer 
blades for PT300. 
RRP £59.99

Generous Cast Iron Tables 
1230 mm overall length to aid 
straightening long timbers.

CONSUMABLES
240V
16 AMP
Recommended


